American industry never needed the nemediment of scientific investigation, but industry is ready to provide the resources to support the research that they do now," declared Professor Donald C. Jackson, head of the Engineering Department and chairman of the Division of Engineering and Industrial Relations of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, while speaking at the annual meeting of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Alumni Association of New York City last night. Professor Jackson, who is also president of the Engineers' Academy of Science of Sweden.

"We may well reflect on the intimate association of research and state, education, and we shall find that the frontier of industry has been reached by the state of industrial and institutional organizations, and that the future...

"...the situation. We must put our shoulder to the wheel of production and..."
ATTENTION: FIRE EATERS.
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It seems that Paul Roberts doesn't care for the business of the New York Times headline, or perhaps the Lounger was just imagining that finding a headline that seemed to hint at a small similarity to the professor's name. "New," he said, "Al Smith was the man, and now a year later, an admiral of the fleet, the 'I've, I've, I've' man, making his first press job, that Al Smith was the man — and believe it or not, a little bit of the trade of the security of the classroom. Perhaps the Professor was advancing a crease of Jack, I mean, I mean, I mean, it's true.

And the Lounger would like to say that already he's going to get even with those who are going to follow him out to the dredging zone, via the pipe, the dredging zone. And while we are speaking of the dredge, I have heard about the lad who lives in one of these dormitories, and he is a chromosome upon the ways and wherewithals of the American political situation, namely, Massachusetts. During the course of this by no means morose and quite serious occasion, to speak of presidential candidates who aren't well.
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GYM TEAM FRESHMEN
STAGE COMPETITIONS
Cardinals Win From Grays In
Regular Annual Meet

Substitution of a sport for the required
Physical Training is not all a patch of roses,
as has been found out by freshmen who
have substituted the sport of the parallel
bars, the flying rings, and the tumbling
mats for the regular "Hand on hips—
place" of the required subject. All men
were required to enter the annual competi-
tion held last week.

Two teams were formed, the Cardinals
and the Grays. The Cardinals won, with
a total of 23 points, eclipsing the score of
the Grays by 21 points.

Cardinals Win
The highest scoring man for the meet
was Fahlberg, captain of the Cardinals,
who took first place in the high bar and in the
parallel bars and second place in the fly-
ing rings and in the rope climb.

Winners of Events
First place in the side horse was taken
by Castleman. Parker made off with
highest mark on the flying rings. On the
parallel bars and second place in the fly-
ing rings and in the rope climb.

BEAVER CLUB ELECTIONS
On Wednesday of this week the follow-
ing man in the Class of '34 were elected to
Bever Club. Lloyd E. Clark, John M.
Taughtt

New "Lerner" System — Practice with
20 Expert Lady Teachers
Every Evening 9 to 11.30 with peppy orchestra

PRIVATE LESSONS $1.00
(20 minutes with individual teacher)
Personal Direction Louis Lerner
LERNER'S
Phone Circle 9248 Boston, Mass.
10 A. M.
11 P. M.

Right up to
the minute...

The cigarette that's Mabler ... that TASTES BETTER!
**Official Bulletins of General Interest**

Faculty Club Meeting  
Friday, April 15, 5:30 p.m., Room 10-490  
Mr. Frank Conant, Director of the Institute Photographic Service, will show a collection of twenty slides in natural color of the Great Canyons. Professor F. E. Morris of the Department of Geology will make a few explanatory remarks.

Immediately following the lecture, tea will be served in the Emma Rogers Room.

**Physical and Physical Chemistry**  
Mr. Frank Trifari ’35  
Edward Loewenstein ’35

"The object would be to place this economic side of engineering on the same altitude of rigorous examination and study as now characterize the scientific side of engineering in the engineering schools and in engineering practice. This would also develop more rigorous investigation in this new exploited or hitherto studied field.

"I believe that we shall have to look to the engineering schools, rather than the arts colleges, for this great and necessary step forward. It is an enterprise that the Engineering Division of the National Research Council may fruitfully reflect on and aid in establishing."

---

**Calendar**

Friday, April 15  
3:00 p.m. — Faculty Club Meeting in Room 10-490.  
4:30 p.m. — Lecture by Professor F. Delsey in Room 4-211.  
5:00 p.m. — Chess Team Meeting and Match, Faculty Dining Hall of Walker Memorial.  
8:00 p.m. — Chess Team Meeting and Match in Faculty Dining Room of Walker Memorial.

9:00 p.m. — Catholic Club Dance in Main Hall of Walker Memorial.

---

**Concerts**

Wednesday, April 20  
9:00 p.m. — Dorm Dance in Main Hall of Walker Memorial.

---

**Missachusetts General Hospital**

Haynes Memorial Hospital

**Infirmary List**

Hall L. Benison ’32
Charles W. Hall ’34  
Ereaut Lowenstein ’25  
G. Lady  
Frank Trifari ’35  
Brooks Hospital

Mrs. S. Duvivier ’33  
A. More (Unlisted)  
Hayes Memorial Hospital

G. Ray Thompson ’34  
L. Young (Unlisted)  
Massachusetts General Hospital

Olga J. Drzymechny ’34  

---

**Adding Machine Missing**

A Burroughs portable adding machine, No. 14413F, which has been missing from Room 10-321 for the past six weeks. Professor Charles H. Porter requests that any information regarding the machine will be turned in at his office in Room 1-390.

---

**As We Like It**

(Continued from page one)

of the piece. A part which called for keen physical suffering at the very mention of the piece. A part which called for keen physical suffering at the very mention of the piece. A part which called for keen physical suffering at the very mention of the piece. A part which called for keen physical suffering at the very mention of the piece. A part which called for keen physical suffering at the very mention of the piece. A part which called for keen physical suffering at the very mention of the piece. A part which called for keen physical suffering at the very mention of the piece. A part which called for keen physical suffering at the very mention of the piece. A part which called for keen physical suffering at the very mention of the piece. A part which called for keen physical suffering at the very mention of the piece. A part which called for keen physical suffering at the very mention of the piece. A part which called for keen physical suffering at the very mention of the piece. A part which called for keen physical suffering at the very mention of the piece. A part which called for keen physical suffering at the very mention of the piece. A part which called for keen physical suffering at the very mention of the piece. A part which called for keen physical suffering at the very mention of the piece. A part which called for keen physical suffering at the very mention of the piece. A part which called for keen physical suffering at the very mention of the piece. A part which called for keen physical suffering at the very mention of the piece. A part which called for keen physical suffering at the very mention of

---

**Walton Lunch Co.**

489 Tremont Street  
489 Washington Street  
130 Haymarket Square  
4 Paul Street  
247 Tremont Street  
2010 Washington Street  
44 Smiley Square  
202 Massachusetts Avenue  
79 School Street  
355 Boylston Street  
1413 Massachusetts Avenue  
1766 Beacon Street  
965 Commonwealth Avenue  
954 Dartmouth Street  
355 Beacon Street  

---

**Travel Money For Your Trips**

Harvard Trust Letters of Credit  
Traveler’s Checks or Foreign Drafts

Harvard Trust Company

---

**“Hello, Hawaii”**

Bringing Hawaii within speaking distance of the United States is one of the latest achievements of the Bell System in its program of telephone service extension.

Five years ago the United States had telephones only with Canada, Cuba, and the Mexican border. Since then, Bell engineers have so developed radio telephony that handling calls to Europe, Africa, Australia, Bermuda, Samoa, and Hawaii in daily routine. Today more than 31,000,000 telephones can be reached approximately 92% of all the telephones in the world.

Making the telephone practically world-wide in reach promotes understanding between nations. It has far reaching effects commercially and politically. That’s what puts the thrill into such Bell System pioneering.

---

**BELL SYSTEM**

A nation-wide system of inter-connecting telephones.